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Remarks or suggestions 

1. Thank you ma'am, the induction program was systematic and well organized. 

2. More interaction and information about students council and committees wouldve 

been helpful. Overall great effort. 



3. Overall, it was a really good induction session. 

4. In the interaction with the council we did not get so much information and now we 

all are confused that, which committee should we join. And other sessions we great 

especially the ved vedant. 

5. I thoroughly enjoyed the induction session! 

6. Introduction to committees was very brief 

7. Guest lectures were excellent and I feel more such should be taken in Induction 

program. 

8. Well planned and organized Induction event. Really enjoyed some of the Induction 

Sessions! 

9. I feel adequate time hasn't been given for the 1st year students to attend events held 

by various committees and clubs for us to properly decide which ones we would like 

to join. It feels very rushed to me personally as interviews have also started without 

us attending even a single event of most committees. Other than that though the 

induction programme has been nothing but amazing 😀 

10. Good but the academic session by Sutar Sir should be more explanatory 

11. We got less time for choosing committee 

12. The induction program is very helpful , friendly and motivating 

13. Nice 👍 induction program 

14. overall it was a very helpful programme 

15. Yoga Sessions And Learning From Mount Everest Was Very Energetic.. 

16. Could have been more interative 

17. Students involved session was incredible nice. Students council was very confusing 

means to which commity we should join I got some commity is same so it make me 

confusing I was not able to take decision. 

18. Mam, I am really grateful to your hardwork and time devoted to us. Obliged to be a 

part of SPIT. Thankyou. 

19. Please increase the interaction with all the student councils. 

20. There is still confusion about which committee does what ....and the yoga session 

was too good .... 

21. 1)should have some system for making connections among students [Like appointin' 

a particular senior with 5-6 students and making a bond between them for atlest 4 



yrs] 2)some competition among students to improve there connections; 3)planing a 

days trip with students in start, so they get thereselves know 4)making connections 

between students of our college and students of colleague cllges like iits', nits, iiits, 

coep 

22. The UHV and Bhavans philosphy sessions could be more interactive. Rest all was 

amazing. Thank you for organizing this for us. 

23. The induction session was great. 

24. please don't include pre recorded sessions .(yoga, UHV) . and the info regarding the 

committees was given in kind of a haphazard way i feel it could've been more 

organized . all the live sessions that took place were awesome , 

25. We didn't get to interact with the committed as much and know about them more. 

Otherwise the induction was great and everything was in an organized manner. 

26. The week long Induction Program was a great way to welcome us to SPIT, specially 

during this pandemic time when everything is happening online. Thanks to 

Ananthalakshmi ma'am for smoothly conducting this Induction Program. It was 

great interacting with everyone. 

27. It was inspiring and innovative 

 


